AKVIS RESTORATION BUNDLE: COMPATIBILITY WITH PHOTOSHOP CC 2017 AND
OTHER CHANGES!
December 14, 2016 — AKVIS announces the update of three programs: Retoucher 8.1,
MultiBrush 9.0, and Coloriage 10.5. The new versions provide full compatibility with
Photoshop CC 2017, offer a modernized user interface and other improvements. All of these
products are available as plugins and as standalone applications, for Windows and Mac. They
can be purchased separately or together as a software bundle.
Three AKVIS photo retouching programs have been updated!
AKVIS announces the release of AKVIS Retoucher 8.1, AKVIS Coloriage 10.5, and
AKVIS MultiBrush 9.0. The new versions offer a redesigned user interface, provide support
for Ultra HD resolution, and are fully compatible with Photoshop CC 2017.
AKVIS Retoucher is a powerful tool for photo restoration and photo retouching. The software
effectively heals damaged parts of photos, removes scratches, stains, and other defects.
With the program, you can easily restore your old family photos so they look new!
AKVIS Coloriage allows colorizing black-and-white photos and replacing colors in color
photos. Add color to the retouched photos to make them even more vivid!
AKVIS MultiBrush is rich-in-features and easy-to-use comprehensive software that gives you
a wide range of tools for photo editing and enhancement. Add finishing touches to the
restored and colorized photos and give them as a meaningful Christmas gift!
Download free trial versions and try all the features during the free 10-day evaluation
period!
The programs run on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and Mac OS X 10.7-10.12. They are
available in two variants: as Photoshop compatible plug-ins and as standalone applications.
The upgrade is free for recent buyers of these three programs as well for those who bought
1 Year of Updates during the last 12 months. Users whose licenses are older and are not
valid for the latest versions can update each program for $14.95 or update all of the
products at once for only $39.95.
These programs can be bought separately or all at once in the AKVIS Restoration Bundle
with 40% discount.

AKVIS (http://akvis.com) specializes in development of image and video processing
software. The company was founded in 2004 by IT professionals having considerable
experience in programming and software development. Since then the company has
released a number of successful programs for Windows and Mac.
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